VOTING LOCATIONS:

- **NACA II (349)**
  2500 E. Northern Pkwy
- **Baltimore Teachers Union**
  5800 Metro Drive
- **Edmondson/Westside High School (400)**
  501 N. Athol Avenue
- **Frederick Douglass High School (450)**
  2301 Gwynns Falls Pkwy
- **Arundel Elementary School (164)**
  2400 Round Road
- **Dallas F. Nicholas, Sr. Elementary School (39)**
  201 E. 21st Street

**HOW TO VOTE IN THE BTU INTERNAL ELECTION:**

Check your pay stub to make sure $47.40 is taken out for teachers and at least $23.66 for PSRPs.

Bring ID

Show up Wednesday, May 15th between 7:30am and 5:30pm (you must be in line by 5:30pm!)

Don’t push one button that says slate, select each name on this list to vote for BMORE-CEDE.

Make sure to vote in both the Executive Board election and the AFT election.

The Baltimore Movement of Rank-and-File Educators (BMORE) and Caucus of Educators for Democracy and Equity (CEDE) have come together to run for union leadership. We are running because we believe a more engaged union can create the schools our students deserve.

**WE STAND FOR:**

- **INCREASED SUPPORTS FOR EDUCATORS**... because supported teachers support students
- **A MEMBER-RUN BTU**... because an engaged membership can set priorities and work collectively towards change where it’s needed
- **DEMOCRACY AND TRANSPARENCY**... because we believe elections and contract negotiations need to be accessible to all
- **CENTERING RACE AND EQUITY**... because educators have an important role to play in countering structural racism
- **ORGANIZING FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE WITH STUDENTS, FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES**... because we can’t do the work alone
### TEACHERS: VOTE FOR PRESIDENT AND TEACHER CHAPTER (ALL NAMES!)

**TEACHER & PSRP CHAPTER PRESIDENT**
- Diamonté Brown, Booker T. Washington Middle, #130

**TEACHER CHAIR**
- Cristina Duncan Evans, James McHenry EMS, #10

**TEACHER VICE CHAIR**
- Kimberly Mooney, Roland Park EMS, #233

**TEACHER SECRETARY**
- Jocelyn Providence, Digital Harbor HS, #416

**TEACHER TREASURER**
- Candace Fryer, Monarch Academy, #381

**ELEMENTARY VICE-PRESIDENT (4)**
- Corey Gaber, Southwest Baltimore Charter, #328
- Angela Jefferson, Henderson Hopkins, #368
- Antonio Mason, Hazelwood EMS, #210
- Fareeha Waheed, Eutaw-Marshburn ES, #11

**JR/MIDDLE VICE-PRESIDENT (2)**
- Brian Mosher, Maree G. Farring EMS, #203
- Zachary Taylor, Commodore John Rogers EMS, #27

**HIGH SCHOOL VICE-PRESIDENT (2)**
- Shelly-Ann Higgins, Excel Academy HS, #178
- Michael Pesa, Patterson HS, #405

**SPECIAL SERVICES VICE-PRESIDENT (3)**
- Diana Desierto, Cecil ES #7 & Abbottson ES, #50
- Brittany Johnstone, Hazelwood EMS #210 & Sarah M. Roach ES, #73
- Steve Mednick, Independence HS #333 & NACA II, #349

**MEMBERS-AT-LARGE (4)**
- Leilani Matthews, Forest Park HS, #406
- Melissa McDonald, ConneXions HS, #325
- Ebony McKiver, Mergenthaler Vocational Technical HS, #410
- Caroline Schmidt, REACH! Partnership School, #341

---

### PSRPS: VOTE FOR PRESIDENT AND PSRP CHAPTER (ALL NAMES!)

**TEACHER & PSRP CHAPTER PRESIDENT**
- Diamonté Brown, Booker T. Washington Middle, #130

**PSRP CHAIR**
- Keysha Goodwin, Furman L. Templeton Preparatory Academy, #125

**PSRP VICE CHAIR**
- Shari Thomas, Independence HS, #333

**PSRP SECRETARY**
- Arvis Wood, Baltimore Leadership School for Young Women, #348

**PSRP TREASURER**
- Renee Lang, James McHenry EMS, #10

**ELEMENTARY VICE-PRESIDENT (4)**
- Angela Brantley, Henderson-Hopkins, #368
- L’Tanya Brooks, James Mosher ES, #144
- Yaniz Gaymon, Monarch Academy, #381
- James Miller, Roland Park EMS, #233

**JR/MIDDLE VICE-PRESIDENT**
- Sheila Rosemond, Roland Park EMS, #233

**HIGH SCHOOL VICE-PRESIDENT**
- Brenda Moreno Martinez, Patterson HS, #405

**SPECIAL SERVICES VICE-PRESIDENT (2)**
- Ron Beazer, ConneXions HS, #325
- Theresa Howard, Furman L. Templeton Preparatory Academy, #125

**MEMBERS-AT-LARGE (2)**
- Mark Brunson, Digital Harbor HS, #416
- Tia Fore, Southwest Baltimore Charter School, #328

---

### EVERYONE: VOTE FOR THE AFT DELEGATION (ALL 74!)

1. Alcaraz (Bustos), Deyanira, #124
2. Ball, Sharon, #405
3. Beazer, Ron, #325
4. Bohorquez, Michael, #325
5. Brantley, Angela, #368
6. Bremer, Megan, #415
7. Brooks, L’Tanya, #144
8. Brown, Diamonté, #130
9. Brunson, Mark, #416
10. Canady, Michael, #105
11. Casey, Elizabeth, (Liza) #249
12. Desierto, Diana, #7
13. Duncan Evans, Cristina, #10
14. Ehlers-Cook, Callandra, #341
15. Escobar, Natasha, #239
16. Ferrell, Timothy (Nathan), #348
17. Frasier, Patrice, #403
18. Fryer, Candace, #381
19. Gaber, Corey, #328
20. Garofollo, Fernanda, #228
21. Gaymon, Yaniz, #381
22. Glover-Falkler, Jennifer, #234
23. Goodwin, Keysha, #125
24. Harris, Serena, #327
25. Higgins, Shelly (Ann), #178
26. Hoffman, Brian, #233
27. Holmes, Delilah, #12
28. Hope, Kelly, #405
29. Howard, Theresa, #125
30. Jefferson (Campbell), Angela, #368
31. Johnson, Shanell, #328
32. Johnstone, Brittany, #210/73
33. Joust, Amy, #228
34. Kinsey, Laura, #415
35. Knowles, Deborah, #405
36. Lang, Renee, #10
37. Lardieri, Ashley, #325
38. Mason, Antonio, #210
39. Matthews (Jones), Leilani, #406
40. McDonald, Melissa, #325
41. McKiver (Flight), Ebony, #410
42. Mednick, Steve, #349
43. Menetrez, Carole, #405
44. Miazza, Mark, #480
45. Miller, James, #233
46. Mooney, Kimberly, #233
47. Moreno Martinez, Brenda, #405
48. Mosher, Brian, #203
49. Newhouse, Michael, #243
50. O’Brien, Bobbi, #405
51. Perez, Edwin, #480
52. Pesa, Michael, #405
53. Phelps, Amber, #480
54. Poyer, Christina, #233
55. Providence, Jocelyn, #416
56. Rebar, Alan, #248
57. Reid, Evette, #384
58. Robinson, Litarsha, #245
59. Rosemond, Sheila, #233
60. Sanders, Janelle, #328
61. Schmidt, Caroline, #341
62. Schneiderman, Jesse, #450
63. Sioeff, Kristine, #416
64. Solomon, Daniel, #105
65. Sprouse, Steven, #454
66. Taylor, Valerie, #325
67. Taylor, Zachary, #27
68. Thomas, Shari, #333
69. Tiller, Marvin, #178
70. Van Ausdall, Jennifer, #239
71. Waheed, Fareeha, #11
72. Weiss (Stiles), Caroline, #405
73. Williams, Ashley, #301
74. Wood (Smith), Arvis, #348